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Foreword

NLD SCORES A HISTORIC WIN IN
MYANMAR'S 2015 GENERAL ELECTIONS
National League for Democracy (NLD), headed by Aung San Suu Kyi, has heralded a new
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chapter in Myanmar by scoring a historic landslide victory in the current elections. Even
before the results were officially declared NLD was expected to win as the polls showed
NLD leading in most of the places. The initial result declaration confirmed this as NLD won
49 out of 54 regional seats and 145 out of the total 160 seats. The election has seen a very
good turnout with 80 percent of the voters participating in the polls and NLD has been able to
bag nearly 70 percent of these votes. Final election results were declared on 13 November
2015 by the Union Election Commission and they made it absolutely clear that NLD has won
these elections.
The final announced results stated that the NLD has won 77.1 percent or 881 of the total 1150
contested seats. This provides NLD way beyond the 50% + 1 seats that the party needed to
claim majority in the National Assembly. This victory puts NLD in a very strong position and
makes it fully capable of choosing the next President of Myanmar. The party will also be
able to control over national legislation and also the passing of bills.Most people would like
to see Aung San Suu Kyi take up the Presidential role but that won't be possible. This is
because Myanmar's constitution does not allow a person with a foreign spouse to hold that
seat and Aung San Suu Kyi's husband was a British national.
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Foreword

How the results of this election will actually shape the future of Myanmar's politics is yet to
be seen but most people are feeling joyous and optimistic about this new change that has
taken place in the Myanmar political scene. The military government that was in power for
the last many decades did hand over the power to a semi-civilian government in 2011, but in
many ways the army still has a lot of power and dominates politics.Twenty-five percent of
seats in parliament are reserved for the army. Now while Aung San Suu Kyi will not be able to
become a president herself she still can make a huge contribution towards the progress and
betterment of Myanmar.
Aung San Suu Kyi does not necessarily need a presidential label in order to bring out the
positive changes that she has fought to bring about for so long. She can and hopefully will
continue to serve as the guiding light taking Myanmar towards a more democratic, happier,
and prosperous future. This win and even the conditions that led to Myanmar's shift from
Military rule towards democracy is the direct result of Aung San Suu Kyi's decades of
struggle. She, along with many other fighting for the cause of democracy, have made huge
sacrifices and suffered a great deal in order to make this day a reality. The current election
results mark a happy day for all the people of Myanmar. We stand along with them while
s h ar in g th eir jo y an d w is h in g M y an mar a w o n d er f u l f u tu r e ah ead .
Myanmar Matters congratulates Aung San Suu Kyi for the splendid victory of NLD in the
elections. We also congratulate the Army Generals for enabling and guiding Myanmar
towards this next step in becoming a complete democracy.
-Ranjit Barthakur, Founding Chairman, Myanmar Matters
4
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MYANMAR RECIEVES THE “COUNTRY OF
THE YEAR 2015” AWARD FROM “THE ECONOMIST”
Myanmar has been awarded the “Country of the Year 2015”
Award by “The Economist” magazine and we fully support
this decision. Our magazine “Myanmar Matters” was
started years ago with the belief that Myanmar has great
potential and one day soon it will be able to do full justice to
its capabilities of transitioning through “change”. We
'believed' in Myanmar because we know how resilient and
enlightened the people of Myanmar are, and time has
proven us right. Every single step that Myanmar is taking
from the last few years is in the right direction. Not only is it
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moving towards becoming a full democracy, but along with
that it is also showing incredible improvement in the human
rights conditions while growing tremendously in terms of
economic development at the same time.
In the last few years, Myanmar has taken such significant
strides that it seems almost unbelievable. Until five years
ago, this country did not have a democratically elected
government. During that time, Aung San Suu Kyi, the
opposition leader and the protagonist for the cause of
democracy in Myanmar spent years under house arrest and
even her pictures were banned from newspapers. But, all
that now seems like a distant past as National League of
Democracy (Miss Suu Kyi's party) won the election by a
huge margin, as it gained whooping 77% of the votes. The
army is also to be praised for showing its willingness to
share power and allowing such free and fair elections to be
held.
5

The team behind the “Country of the Year”
Awards has shown that it chooses its winner
very carefully. They prove that they have both
their head and heart in the right place as they do
not take shallow reasons into consideration. In
fact, the factors that they take into
consideration are meaningful and the ones that
have an actual positive impact on the world.
They do not base their decision on which
country has been the popular or has had been
able to attract eyeballs and the most headlines
on news channels. The award is given to
recognize and honor the country that has made
significant contributions towards making this
world a better place.
Russia has been in the news during 2015 but
mostly for reasons such as domestic oppression
and military adventurism. On the other side,
China provided more freedom to its citizens by
relaxing the one-child policy and allowing its
citizens to now have up to two children. The
United States of America has also been in the
news for some good reasons including
restoring diplomatic ties with Cuba and
reaching a nuclear agreement with Iran.
Nigeria saw history being made when for the
first time an incumbent president was rejected
peacefully through elections. A lot of more
significant events occurred at various places
throughout the world, but the country which
deservedly won “Country of the Year 2015”
Award is Myanmar.
The present Myanmar may still not be a
complete democracy but is surely moving in
the right direction. Such a huge transition in
such a short span of time seems unimaginable
but Myanmar has made it possible. For this
very reason, Myanmar has been rightly
awarded the prize and we congratulate this
great Nation for this achievement. We would
also like to take this opportunity to wish each
and every citizen of Myanmar as well as all of
our readers a Merry Christmas and a very
Happy New Year.
Vol 13: Aug-Dec 2015

Insight
THE PEOPLE OF MYANMAR
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Myanmar is a country with rich cultural and ethnic heritage making it one of the most colorful
countries in the world. Apart from having diverse and rich arts, literature, and music this
country is quite rich in terms of the people who inhabit it as well. The best way to describe
Myanmar would be as a multiethnic, multilingual, and multicultural society. In total there are
over 135 different ethnic groups in Burma all of them have their own history, culture and
language. These ethnic groups can be divided into major and minor ethnic groups. The major
ethnic groups make up about two thirds of Myanmar's population and the minority ethnic
groups make up the remaining one third. As mentioned above, while there are over a hundred
ethnic groups in the country, there are eight major ethnic groups in the country. Below are the
eight major ethnic groups that make up most of the population of Myanmar:
The Bamar people make up the biggest ethnic
group in Myanmar and they compose around
68 percent of the country's total population.
This ethnicity resides mainly near the
Irrawaddy and Sittang rivers in the central
plains and is of Sino-Tibetan origin. Bamar
people are the majority ethnic group of
Burma. They speak the Burmese language
which is also the official language of
Myanmar. This ethnicity is not completely a
homogeneous entity and is divided into
various sub-groups. Most of the Bamar people
are Theravada Buddhists and their culture
strongly reflects as well as influences the
present day national customs of Myanmar.

BAMAR

KAYIN
Around 7 million Kayin people live in Myanmar
which makes them one of the biggest ethnic groups in
the country. They are also known as Karen people and
are mostly hill tribes that mostly inhabit the
mountainous region that lies in the Southern and South
Eastern part of Myanmar. The Kayin state shares a
border with Thailand and many Kayin people also live
in Thailand. There is diversity in the religious practices
followed within this group as some are Buddhists
while others follow Animism or Christianity.

6
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MON

Mon people form another large ethnic group in Myanmar
comprising of a population around 8 million. The Mon people
mostly inhabit in Mon State which is located in the Southern
part of Myanmar. They are considered to be one of the first to
settle not only in Myanmar but also in the Southeast Asia
region. Theravada Buddhism is the oldest school of religion
in both Burma and Thailand and Mon people were the ones
responsible for spreading it. The Mon culture is ancient and
also very rich and influential. This culture has had a deep
impact on the culture of Myanmar as a whole and the Mon
script was even incorporated into the unified Burmese
language.
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CHIN
The Chin people are of Tibeto-Burman origin and assumed to
have come to Myanmar in the late 9th century AD and it is
believed that they moved westward for some time before
settling in the present Chin State around 1300 AD. They are
divided into many different sub-groups and their present
population is estimated to be about 1.5 million. The Chin State
lies in the north-western part of Myanmar which is adjacent to
India. Many Chin people also live in Indian states of Nagaland,
Mizoram, Manipur and Assam. Most Chin people moved
westward and they probably settled in the present Chin State
around 1300-1400 AD.
KACHIN
The population of Kachin people living in Myanmar is estimated
to be around 1 to 1.5 million. They majorly inhabit the northeastern part of Myanmar and many people belonging to this ethnic
group also reside in parts of India and China. They are further
divided into different ethnic sub groups and some of the tribes
included in this ethnic group are Hkahkus, Gauris, Lashis, Marus,
Atsis and Nungs and Jinghpaw. Kachin people are traditionally
hill dwellers who practice rotational cultivation of hill rice.
Traditionally they were animists but Christianity spread during the
British rule and now a vast majority of them are Christians.

7
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KAYAH
The Kayah people can in a way considered to be a subset of
the Kayin (Karen) people. They are also known as Karenni
which is translated as Red Karen. They get this name
because their preferred colour of clothing is red. They are
believed to have migrated from China around late 6th
Century AD and thus they are one of the oldest people to
have settled in Myanmar. At present their population is
estimated to be around 300,000. The Kayah State is situated
in eastern Myanmar and lies between Karen and Shan states.
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RAKHINE
The Rakhine people constitute the
largest ethnic group residing in
Rakhine State which lies in western
Myanmar and spreads along the Bay
of Bengal. There are no clear census
figures available about their
population but they are estimated to
form around 5 percent of Burma's
population. Some Rakhine people
also reside in the neighboring country
of Bangladesh and it is estimated that
their dialect is spoken by approximately 35,000 people there. Many Rakhine descendants
reside in Tripura state in India where they are known as Mog. Their presence in Tripura dates
back to the rise of the Rakhine Kingdom which was then known as Arakanese kingdom and
during that time Tripura was ruled by Rakhine kings. They are majorly Theravada Buddhists
which is one of the four main Buddhist ethnic groups of Myanmar.
There are an estimated 5-6 million Shan people living in
Myanmar currently. Most of them reside in the Shan state but
some also reside in parts of Mandalay Region, Kachin State,
Kayin State and in adjacent regions of China, Laos and Thailand.
Most Shan people are Theravada Buddhists, though there are
some other ethnic groups living in Shan state that practice
Christianity.Tai Yai, Tai Lue, Tai Khuen and Tai Neua are the
major groups of Shan people. Other Shan ethnic groups include
Tai Ahom, Tai Mao, Tai Khamti, Tai Man, Tai Leng, Tai Ting, Tai
Ta, Tai Nui, Tai Phake, Tai Sa, Tai Loi, Tai Da and Tai Don.
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Business
JMT ALL SET TO OPERATE MICRO-FINANCE BUSINESS IN MYANMAR

PHOTO: WWW.M2FJOB.COM
JP Finance Co Ltd. and its partners are to form a joint venture with JMT Network Services
(JMT) in order to operate a microfinance business in Myanmar. The new company that will
be formed as a result of this joint venture will begin its operations with a registered capital of
600 billion kyat which equals to US $ 571,428. This total capital will be divided into two
million shares with a par value of 300 kyat per share. JMT will hold 70 per cent of total
registered capital which equals to 1.4 million shares.
JMT Plus Co. Ltd. is the name of the JMT's wholly-owned subsidiary which was set up
explicitly to run the finance business in Thailand. The Myanmar joint venture with JP
Finance Co. Ltd. and its partners is JMT Plus Co. Ltd.'s first expansion of its finance business
into other countries. JMT itself is a subsidiary of Jay Mart which is Thailand's leading mobile
phone retailer. Currently JMT Plus is offering four financing products to its customers that
include personal loans, car leasing, nano finance and hire purchase loans.
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FLOODS MAY NOT HAVE MUCH IMPACT ON MYANMAR'S RICE EXPORTS
Since the middle of July this year, Myanmar has been
experiencing a lot of heavy rains and even flooding. The
areas most impacted by this are Sagaing Region, Shan
State and Kachin State. In these areas, excessive rains
and flooding have destroyed more than 24,000 hectares
of paddy fields. This seemed like a bad news for
Myanmar's international trade as rice is one of the
country's main export items. Myanmar's agriculture
ministry issued a statement which said that about 981
hectares of summer paddy, about 14,676 hectares of monsoon paddy and about 1,240
hectares of seedling fields has already been harmed due to flooding by July 19.
However, a reassuring statement has been issued by Myanmar Rice Federation which states
that rice exports may not be affected significantly. A report published by Oryza.com states
that Mr. U Ye Min Aung who is the General Secretary of the Myanmar Rice Federation has
said that while overall yields might be somewhat negatively impacted but this would not
have any impact on exports. He also appealed to the Myanmar Government to implement the
new laws that have been framed especially for the protection of the farmers and use them to
support the farmers in overcoming their difficulties.
9
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MAYBANK MYANMAR'S BRANCH OPERATIONS STARTED

With the opening of its first branch in Yangon on August 3, 2015, Maybank became the first
and so far the only Malaysian bank to start operations in Myanmar. This move was made
possible by the granting of the final license by the Central Bank of Myanmar in July.
Maybank made use of the opportunity which opened when Central Bank of Myanmar
decided to liberalize the banking sector in the country. In October last year, nine foreign
banks were awarded a banking license and
Maybank was one of them. Maybank is
Southeast Asia's fourth largest bank and its
newly opened Yangon branch has a registered
capital of $75 million. The Yangon branch of
Maybank will be run by a team comprising
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mainly of Myanmar nationals and will serve
domestic banks along with both corporate and
wholesale clients.Services that Maybank's
Myanmar branch will be offering include
deposit accounts, working capital financing,
cash management, treasury and capital market
solutions.
The bank has a lot of expertise in financing of
power, utilities, oil and gas as well as the

MAYBANK'S TOWER IN SINGAPORE

telecommunications sectors. These areas also happen to be priority growth areas for
Myanmar. Maybank has plans to make use of its experience and expertise in this area and
play a role in financing key infrastructure projects such as airports, telecommunications and
gas pipelines. The bank also has plans to develop stable partnerships with domestic banks
and work along with them in the areas of international trade, interbank and capital markets.

10
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FIRST MYANMAR INVESTMENT CO.
LTD. KEEPS TASTING SUCCESS
First Myanmar Investment Co. Ltd.
(FMI) is Myanmar's major investment
company based in Yangon. Reporting as
a consolidated Group of Companies,
FMI has seen a whooping 199%
increase over the previous year with its
total revenues touching Ks. 33.3 billion.
Ks.13.7 billion has come as a profit
from operations. This profit figure also
includes contributions from the company's associates. FMI has declared a cash dividend of
Ks.120 per share thus maintaining its impeccable track record of paying dividends to
shareholders every year since inception in 1992. This subsidiary of Serge Pun & Associates
(Myanmar) Limited has decided to put future focus in the field of financial services, real
estate and healthcare sectors. Alongside, FMI will also keep maintaining smaller
investments in other attractive areas.
As a significant development in the financial services sector, FMI has completed acquisition
of a 51.0% stake in Yoma Bank. During the 2014-2015 fiscal year, Yoma Bank has seen its net
profit before tax rising 363%. The bank now also has one of the strongest management teams
in the country which is a result of its sticking to its program of hiring well-qualified local and
international bankers. FMI also saw success in the real estate sector as its investment in
Thanlyin Star City is proving out to be a great move with 93% of the units in Zone B being
sold at the end of the fiscal year. The company has also invested in the next phase in Star
City's development called Galaxy Towers. This project is also moving forward towards being
a huge success as it is seeing a very strong demand from buyers.
FMI's KrisPLAZA Naypyidaw project is also
progressing smoothly and so is Meeyahta
International Hotel Limited project where it
holds 20% stake. The company is also making
progress in the healthcare sector by teaming up
with Lippo Group and owning 60% of the
newly renamed Pun Hlaing Siloam Hospital
(“PHSH”). With FMI's involvement, PHSH is
undergoing considerable improvements in the
infrastructure and equipment department. The hospital has now set up an internationalstandard 24/7 emergency services department which includes fully-equipped ambulances.
The current PHSH is the very first facility and there are plans to set up 20 more hospitals
over the next 10 years. Additionally, a portfolio of investments in aviation, tourism, retail,
special economic zones and agriculture is also maintained by FMI. As Myanmar continues
to grow and prosper, FMI is confident that it will keep getting good results from all these
sectors.
11
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JAPAN INJECTS $10M INTO AGRO RESEARCH
IN MYANMAR
Japan International
Cooperation Agency
(JICA) has built nine labs
on the campus of Nay
P y i Ta w ' s Ye z i n
Agricultural University.
US $ 10.6 million were
spent for constructing
these labs and they will
be used by Japanese
experts to teach
agriculture related
subjects. The sessions
JICA, TOKYO OFFICE
are expected to start from November this year and are to continue till 2019. Known as the
“Agro-Laboratories”, these labs have been built with the sole aim of helping Myanmar to
become the “food bank of Japan”. Agricultural crops, plant husbandry, fertile topsoil and
water science, plant diseases, entomology, gardening crops, agro-business, agroengineering and animal husbandry are some of the subjects that will be taught at these labs.
Two Japanese professors will be resident at the University while other experts from the field
of agriculture experts will come temporarily come to teach students and stay for a period of
six months. Japan has showed its willingness to share its knowledge with the Myanmar. The
teachers from Yezin Agricultural University will be sent to Japan for further learning and
when they come back they will be able to share what they have learned with others. With time
this initiative will enable Myanmar to become capable of exporting its food products into the
Japanese market which will benefit both the countries. Once the labs are complete and fully
functional, the experts from Japan will be able to manufacture food products such as sake,
sushi and sashimi in Myanmar which can then be exported to Japan.
Japan also intends to provide the training and technology that will enable Myanmar to
produce foods such as biscuits and chocolate. JICA has plans to build vegetable dehydration
factories in Myanmar which will be used to dehydrate vegetables in Myanmar before
sending them for sale in Japan. There is a huge demand for insecticide free mangoes in Japan.
JICA will teach local farmers the art of being able to grow mangoes without insecticides
which can then be sold in Japanese market at high prices.

12
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MYANMAR TO GET CREDIT RATING ADVICE
FROM CITI GROUP AND STANDARD CHARTERED
Being closed down for the rest of the world for many years, Myanmar has remained
completely isolated from the international capital markets. The country currently faces an
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expanding current account deficit. In order to resolve this situation Myanmar will need to
borrow money and for that it needs to have a credit rating from internationally recognized
agencies like Fitch, Moody's or Standard & Poor's. This rating is used as the most important
tool to asses a country's ability to repay the debt. Currently Myanmar has not been issued a
rating by any of the agencies. Once Myanmar gets a rating it will be able to issue its first ever
international bond.
Citigroup Inc. and Standard Chartered Plc. have come forward to help the country by
offering their expert advice. Both the banks will be given a formal mandate from the
government of Myanmar to provide their advice on the important steps to take in order to
earn a credit rating. Myanmar owed a significant amount in debts to the World Bank and
Asian Development Bank. These debts were responsible for the international financial
institutions shying away from offering new loans. In the year 2013, Myanmar managed to
clear all its arrears and also secured a big debt write-off by creditor countries grouped in the
Paris Club. This cleared the way for aid donors to start helping out and supporting this
Southeast Asian nation in bringing out the reforms its Government is trying to implement.
13
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MYANMAR TO RECEIVE MODERN
WEATHER SENSOR NETWORK
Earth Networks, a well known U.S. technology firm and Lucky Bird Group, an eminent
Myanmar IT Company have decided to work together in order to bring a modern weather
sensor network to Myanmar. Both companies want Myanmar to have a technologically
advanced nationwide weather monitoring, forecasting and severe weather alerting system.
Weather can get really severe in Myanmar at times and it often results in the loss of both life
and property. The system designed by Earth Networks and Lucky Bird will help the
government to minimize this loss throughout Myanmar.
Myanmar is particularly vulnerable to lightning strikes and additionally cyclones,
thunderstorms and heavy rains also cause problems by causing landslides and floods. Earth
Networks provides severe weather detection and alerting technology and operates a global
lightning detection network. Lucky Bird Group is currently involved in installing real-time
lightning detection sensors and weather stations throughout Myanmar. The data collected by
this network will prove to extremely useful in developing weather modelling and analysis
technology. Myanmar will gain access to critical weather monitoring, forecasting and
alerting services with the help of this data interpreted through sophisticated analytical tools.
In this way, this network will be able to same many lives by issuing automated alerts.
This sophisticated network will make it possible to track thunderstorms, monitor
precipitation and issue alerts for severe weather. Numerous weather stations and lightning
sensors will be connected via the Internet and they will be capable of reporting a broad range
of weather conditions.The network in Myanmar is modelled on successfully deployed
networks in various other countries including Brazil, China, India, Australia, Japan and
more. Lucky Bird Group will provide resources to establish the network and will also handle
its operations in Myanmar.
14
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MYANMAR NATIONAL AIRLINES STARTS INTERNATIONAL
FLIGHTS
On August 17, 2015 Myanmar National Airlines (MNA) launched its first flight to
Singapore which is also its first ever international flight in 22 years. The flight offered
Business Class, Premium Economy and Economy services and operated on a brand new
Boeing 737-800NG aircraft. Until now the national flag carrier had been only offering
domestic flights to 26 destinations in Myanmar. MNA has been undergoing an impressive
revamping lately which has resulted in its upgrading its aircraft fleet, remodeling its routes,
and even changeing uniforms of its staff in order to increase its appeal. This move puts MNA
in direct competition with China and various other global brands. MNA is expected to soon
launch flights for some other cities located in the Asia-Pacific region. $ 37 million have been
invested by Myanmar's ministry of transport in MNA. The money has been utilized to buy 16
new aircrafts and for availing the services of a British aviation consultancy named Avia
Solutions. The services provided by the consultancy are meant to help MNA in getting
profitable in the shortest possible period of time.
Asia-Pacific is the most rapidly growing aviation market in the world but it is also highly
competitive. The competition on this route is so intense that Golden Myanmar, Myanmar's
low-cost airline, had to withdraw from the Singapore route closely a year after launching its
flights. Myanmar Airways International (MAI) has also had to reduce its capacity as it was
not able to get its seats filled. Avia Solutions' experience and expertise can help MNA in
surviving the competition and maintaining a steady growth rate. MNA believes that it can
outdo its competition by providing a unique Myanmar Special experience to its customers
which is just not possible for other airlines to replicate. Some experts think that MNA's
strategy is more aimed towards promoting Myanmar abroad than on commercial goals.
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WFP SCHOOL FEEDING PROGRAM TO
REACH MORE CHILDREN IN MYANMAR
World Food Program
(WFP) is a United
Nations agency that
fights against hunger
globally. It provides
food assistance in
emergencies and
works with poor
communities to
improve nutrition.
Worldwide close to 80
million people
residing in various
countries are helped by WFP. Starting September this year, WFP has resumed its school
feeding program which will provide food assistance to over 227,000 children. The program
will begin in Chin, Kachin, Rakhine and Shan States and Magway and Wa Regions which are
some of the most lacking in food resources areas in Myanmar. Every morning before the
class begins students will be given high-energy biscuits fortified with vitamins and minerals.
The snacks provided will not only help children in meeting their daily nutritional
requirements but along with that it is also expected to increase class attendance.
WFP was running this program in Myanmar earlier as well but it had to be suspended due to
lack of funds. The resumption of the school feeding program was further delayed due to the
recent floods which caused many schools across the country to be closed down. This year
WFP is increasing the number of schools that it will provide assistance to. Along with other
areas, many schools in Kachin will also start receiving assistance again which was stopped in
2011 due to the conflict going on in the region.The poorest monastic schools will also be
provided assistance this year. The program will complement WFP's already ongoing flood
response through which it has provided food assistance to 455,000 people so far.
The Country Director of WFP, Mr. Domenico Scalpelli, has thanked the governments of
Australia, Canada and Switzerland for supporting the program. The contributions made
earlier this year by the Japan Association for WFP were also acknowledged and praised.
WFP hopes that it will be able to expand this program even further and next year it will help
double the number of school children as compared to this year. WFP Myanmar is appealing
for help and it has stated that it needs an additional US $ 27 million to meet all food needs in
Myanmar out of which US $ 12 million are needed for carrying out flood response
operations.
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Nation News
MYANMAR AND
THAILAND REACH
AGREEMENT
ON DAWEI SEZ
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Thailand's Deputy Prime Minister Mr.Pridiyathorn Devakula and Myanmar's Vice President
Mr. U Nyan Tunco-chaired the fourth Thailand-Myanmar joint high-level committee
meeting for the Dawei SEZ and related project zones. During the meeting, which took place
in Nay Pyi Taw on August 5, concession agreements for the project's initial development
phase and a supplemental memorandum of understanding were discussed. Concession
agreements related to the the initial development phase with the Consortium of Italian-Thai
Development, Rojana Industrial Park Public Co. and LNG Plus International were also
signed. The Dawei SEZ committee endorsed the master plan for the complete development
phase of the SEZ as well as approved the development of the floating LNG terminal.
A small port, a small power plant, a small water reservoir and a telecommunications system
are included in the list of projects that are a part of these deals. It was agreed upon that
Thailand's currency Baht will be used for trade and investment in Myanmar's special
economic zones.As per Mr. U NyanTun, it will take eight years to complete the initial phase
of the development of the Dawei SEZ and estimated cost is US $ 1.6 billion. It is expected
that by the year 2025, Dawei SEZ will provide employed to around 300,000 people.

MYANMAR-THAILAND BRIDGE IN MAE SAI TOWN
The Governments of Thailand and Myanmar
have signed an agreement which will allow
the citizens of both the countries to enjoy visa
free visits in the other country. A mutual visa
free agreement was previously agreed upon
by the two countries on Oct 22, 2013 but the
one that has been signed now is somewhat
different. The new rules and regulations have
taken effect from August 11 onwards and as
per the signed agreement citizens holding
ordinary passports from both countries can
visit the other country for up to 14 days without the need of visa. The agreement was signed
by Minister of Foreign Affairs of Myanmar Mr. Wunna Maung Lwin and Thailand's Foreign
Minister Mr. Tanasak Patimapragorn.
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A VIEW OF CHIANG MAI CITY
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BURMESE CONSULATE OPENS IN
CHIANG MAI
The new Myanmar consulate in Chiang Mai has been officially opened and the event was
attended by Myanmar's Foreign Minister Mr. Wunna Maung Lwin and Ambassador to
Thailand Mr. Win Maung. Thailand's Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Affairs Minister
Mr. Tanasak Patimapragorn and some other Thai diplomats were also present at the event.
Myanmar had previously opened the Consulate General office in northern Thailand in 1960
which was operational till 1976 but it was shut down after that as Myanmar closed itself to the
rest of the world. The reopening of the consulate can be seen as a display of the good and
further improving relations between the two countries.
The Myanmar Consulate General office in Chiang Mai will perform all the tasks typical to an
office of its stature. It will handle Myanmar visa issues, passport issues, and issues related to
migrant workers. It will also work towards building on the bilateral relationship with
Thailand and moving towards a more mutually beneficial relationship between the two
countries. Mr. Kaung San Lwin has taken up the role of new Burmese Consul-General. One
of the first things he did after assuming his new role was to sign a visa exemption agreement
for Burmese and Thai citizens entering either country by plane.
Working to resolve the problems of Myanmar migrants living in Thailand will be one of the
key focus areas for Mr. Kaung San Lwin. It is estimated that more than 2 million people from
Myanmar live and work in Thailand. Most of them take up labour-intensive jobs and often
have to work in unsafe environments. Many of them don't even have work documents or
official identity. Mr. Wunna Maung Lwin has stated that he will provide complete support to
these migrant workers on behalf of the Myanmar government and he urged the workers to act
through proper channels so that they can receive full labour rights.
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AUNG SAN SUU KYI LEADS CLEANLINESS
DRIVE IN MYANMAR

Aung San Suu Kyi has not stopped to rest after her political party, National League for
Democracy, scored a huge win in Myanmar elections. This win is a huge accomplishment
and it is a huge step forward in the direction of Myanmar becoming a complete democracy.
Soon after this major victory, Suu Kyi has moved her focus towards accomplishing other
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things to make Myanmar a better place.
The 70-year-old charismatic and tireless leader has started by leading the cleanliness drive in
Myanmar. She was seen leading from the front as she walked the road in Kawhmu, which is
her constituency. She was seen wearing plastic gloves and herself picking up the litter and
putting it in a sack. Seeing this, many villagers also joined her and started picking up plastic
bottles and all other kinds of litter and putting it in the sacks they were carrying.
Soon after winning the election in November, Suu Kyi had made a statement urging the new
lawmakers to clean up their constituencies as the first step and she did the same herself. Aung
San Suu Kyi believes that this cleanliness campaign will be good for both the environment
and public health and it will also help Myanmar in attracting more tourists.
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MYANMAR HAS THE POTENTIAL TO BECOME
ASIA'S MOST POPULAR BEACH DESTINATION
With coastlines forming
a quarter of its total
perimeter, Myanmar has
a huge potential to
become Asia's most
popular beach
destination. The country
has a coastline area
stretching to 1,930 kms
which is mostly a large
spread of white sand. Myanmar's western coast faces the Bay of Bengal and its southern
coast faces the Andaman Sea. This region comprises of some of the most beautiful beaches
in the world. What especially makes Myanmar's beaches special is that most of them are still
untouched and pure; a rarity in today's modern world. Let's have a look at some of the best
beaches Myanmar has to offer to tourists.
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Ngapali Beach:
This is surely the
most popular beach
destination in the
country. Located just
seven kilometers
away from the town
of Thandwe, this
beach stretches for
three kilometers and
overlooks crystal
clear waters of the
Bay of Bengal.
Despite getting so
much tourist attention, Ngapali has been able to still maintain its fishing village charm. The
place offers plenty of accommodation options fitting different budgets and there are good
facilities available for enjoying sea sports such as scuba diving, snorkeling and kayaking.
There is also a golf course just 15 minute drive away from the beach.
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This beach is close to Yangon
Chuang Tha Beach:
and therefore quite popular as a
weekend getaway among the
local population. This is the
place to go to if you want to
observe the local beach life in
action. Chuang Tha is the most
commercial beach in Myanmar
and it also has the most number
of hotels. There are some
islands nearby and tourists have
the option to hire a boat and explore them if they feel like getting away from the crowds.
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Ngwe Saung Beach:
Also known as the “Silver Beach”, this
fifteen kilometers long beach offers a
big stretch of pristine white sand
unravelling amidst a backdrop of
beautiful tropical forest and alluring
blue waters. The place has not been
much developed which gives it a laidback vibe. The accommodations here
are cheaper as compared to Ngapali.

Kan Thaya Beach:
If you really want to get
away from civilization then
this four and a half
kilometers long beach is the
perfect destination for you.
This beach is not visited by
many tourists and as a result
it has managed to stay
completely unspoiled. One
can reach Kan Thaya by
taking an 8 hour drive from
Yangon. Hotel options here are fewer as compared to other beaches but one is sure to easily
find a room at any time of the year.
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FLOATING BOOKSTORE LOGOS HOPE REACHES
YANGON
Logos Hope, the floating
bookstore which travels
the world,reached
Myanmar on October 2,
2015. The ship would be
staying at Yangon's Ahlone
International Port Terminal
and it will be open to public
from October 3 to 14. The
timings are Monday to
Saturday 10 am-6 pm and
on Sunday 1 pm–6 pm.
MV Logos Hope has a
huge collection of more
than 5000 books in English language to offer and it is providing them at very affordable
prices. You will be able to find a wide range of subjects such as science, medicine,
philosophy, arts, sports, languages, cookery and hobbies. Various kinds of academic texts,
children's titles, dictionaries, and atlases will also be available for sale.
Mr. George Verwer and Mr. Dale Garman launched Logos Hope in 2009 with a vision to take
knowledge to all corners of the world. Both of these gentlemen hail from the United States
and they hope this venture of theirs will promote cross cultural understanding and play a role
in providing common people access to useful training that can help them in living more
effective lives. Before putting into service, the ship was given a major facelift and it
underwent invasive restoration in multiple locations including Croatia, Germany, and
Denmark. Ever since it started operating, Logos Hope has visited around 60 countries so far
and it has plans to take number much higher.
This is the first time that Logos Hope is visiting Myanmar's Yangon city. However, this ship
also has a sister ship named Doulos which visited Yangon in 2002. Doulos received a very
warm welcome upon her arrival and was honored by the visit of more than 13,500 visitors.
Logos Hope is newer and larger as compared to its sister ship and it also has a much larger
crew consisting of 400 volunteers. The ship provides a very comfortable browsing
experience in an air conditioned surroundings and also has a café area. The welcome area of
the ship will display a short movie that will introduce the ship to the visitors. Visitors will
also be able to explore and enjoy the Visitor Experience Deck.
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HISTORIC TALKS TAKE
PLACE BETWEEN
CHINA AND TAIWAN

TELSTRA SELLS
SINGAPORE,THAILAND
PACNET ASSETS

After a gap of about 60 years, the leaders from
China and Taiwan gathered together to have
talks in Singapore. The talks began with the
Chinese President Mr. Xi Jinping shaking
hands with Taiwan's President Mr. Ma Yingjeou. There is a basic difference in
understanding amidst them as to how these two
sides view the existence of Taiwan. China
views it as a province that broke away but will
one day be reunited with the mainland whereas
Taiwan considers itself to be independent and it
is somewhat worried about China's growing
influence.

Telstra, Australia's leading telecommunications
and media company has decided to sells its
Singapore and Thailand Pacnet assets for $ 4.4
million. The assets will be taken over by a
company called DeClout and an acquisition
agreement has already been signed to that effect.
The announcement was made on November 7,
2015 and it was stated that DeClout subsidiary
Acclivis will integrate Pacnet Internet Singapore's
ISP assets for $ 2.3 million. The new assets will be
merged with Acclivis's already running ISP
business named OSINET. Acclivis will also
acquire Pacnet Internet Thailand for $ 2.1 million
and this will enable it to operate in Thailand and
grow its cloud business in the country.
The two acquisitions are expected to increase
DeClout's customer base by over 3000 and also
increase its revenue significantly. ISP has been a
very strong growth area for Acclivis ever since it
started operating and this recent development is
surely going to provide a further big boost to the
company's growth in that department. Telstra
bought Pacnet in December last 2014 for $ 697
million and since then it has worked to increase the
company's reach and profitability. The company
believes that the decision to sell Pacnet is
consistent with its strategy for Global Enterprise
and Services business. The company wants to
focus on providing services to large companies
and therefore has agreed to sell its Pacnet assets to
a company that is focused on the small businesses.

These talks were an attempt to clear all such
differences and bring these two countries
closer together. Taiwan's President Mr. Ma
stated that both sides should respect each
other's way of life and the values even if they
might be different at times. China's President
Mr. Xi said that he believes China and Taiwan
to be one family.
The relations between the two countries have
been improving a lot in the last few years and
now that these talks have been described as
positive and friendly by both sides they are
expected to get even better. No major
agreements or deals have been finalized in
these talks but they are certainly a step in the
right direction.
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NEED FOR AN "ACT EAST" POLICY THROUGH NORTH EAST
IMPLEMENTATION AUTHORITY (AEP-NEIA)
The World Bank latest report on Assessment of State Implementation of Business Reforms
of Indian States listed Gujarat on top with 71.14 %. And even Gujarat is rated only as an
Aspiring leader and not a leader yet since it was short of the required 75%. Among the last
five, four are from North East India that includes Mizoram, Meghalaya, Nagaland and
Arunachal Pradesh. Even the biggest state in North East, Assam reached only 14. 84%. The
methodology used includes eight areas. Setting up business ; allotment of land and
obtaining construction permit; complying with environment procedures ; complying with
labor regulations; obtaining infrastructure related utilities ; Registering and complying
with tax procedures ; carrying out inspections ; enforcing contracts . The report is a
reflection on how far the States in Northeast have to go to be able to reach anywhere near the
Joneses. And the Government of India has to think seriously if it is serious about the
success of the Act East Policy.
It is about 25 years since the launching of the Look East Policy. Prime Minister Modi is now
calling it an Act East Policy. By whatever name it is called the urgency is the need of
implementation or early operationalization of projects:-
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1.The Kaladan Multi Modal Transit project. It began in 2008. It was supposed to have been
completed since November 2014. The project has several sections/legs:
·

539 km shipping route from seaport of Kolkata in India to Sittwe seaport in
Myanmar via Bay of Bengal

·

158 km river boat route from Sittwe seaport to Paletwa jetty via Kaladan river
in Myanmar

·

110 km road route from Paletwa jetty to Indo-Myanmar border in Myanmar

·

100 km route from Indo-Myanmar border to Lawngtlai in Mizoram in India
by road on National Highway 54 (India) (NH-54), which then continues
further to Dabakain Assam via 850 km long NH-54 which in turn is part of the
larger ––East-West Corridor connecting North East India with the rest of
India.

·

The project is being piloted and funded by the Ministry of External Affairs
(India). The preliminary feasibility studies were carried out by Rail India
Technical and Economic Services (RITES). Construction work on Sittwe
port and the boat jetty in Paletwa, as well as the dredging work, will be
executed by the Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI), with Essar
Projects Ltd, a division of the Essar Group appointed in May 2010 as the
main contractor

·

Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Transport Project is at present facing problems
such as underestimation of the road length in Myanmar and plans to construct
hydro-electric projects — Chimtuipui River and Lungleng River — on two
tributaries of the Kaladan River followed by another project downstream.
That the first two projects are being built by one public sector undertaking
and the third is being constructed by another PSU (Public Sector Unit) has
also led to coordination issues.
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2. India–Myanmar–Thailand Trilateral Highway is a proposed strategic road that will connect
Moreh, India to Mae Sot, Thailand.
·

The Myawaddy-ThingganNyenaung-Kawkareik section of the highway (in Myanmar)
became operational in August 2015. The Myawaddy-ThingganKawkareik section of the
Asian Superhighway, starting from Manipur is set to open later in November 2015.

·

The road's construction began in 2012 which runs from Moreh in India to Thailand's
Maesot via Myanmar's Tamu, Mandalay and Myawaddy along with sharing the border
with Myanmar.

·

There is also talk about introducing a bus service between India and Myanmar. If
introduced, the service will ply between Imphal, Manipur, and Mandalay.

·

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has set The India-Myanmar-Thailand (IMT) trilateral
highway, a 3,200-km road which entails linking India to Myanmar and then further to
Southeast Asia, as priority. The government is set to ink a strategic agreement to
operationalize the highway to enhance regional co-operation.

3. Road link between Mizoram and Chin states in Myanmar.
4. Road and railway connectivity within NE itself.
5. Early implementation of all these projects to facilitate movement of goods, services and tourists.
Modernization of border trading framework. Soft infrastructure for transit & transportation like
customs and immigration.
6. Emphasis on digital linkages with ASEAN besides roads and infrastructure connectivity
announced by PM Modi at the India – ASEAN Summit in Myanmar in August 2014.
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7. Indian Budget 2015:
·

·
·
·

A project development company will set up manufacturing hubs in Cambodia , Myanmar,
Laos and Vietnam through separate special purposes vehicles(SPVs): To catalyze
investments from Indian private sector and boost trade and commerce between NE India
and SE Asia.
An All India Institute of Medical Science Assam.
An Indian Institute of Science, Education and Research in Nagaland.
Centre of Film production, Animation and Gaming in Arunachal Pradesh.

8. Industry expecting fiscal package of NE Industrial & Investment Promotion policy kept in
abeyance by Government of India has to become clearer as quickly as possible.
9. DONER Minister Dr. Jitendra Singh has announced “Make in North East” initiative inspired by
the “Make in India” concept of PM Modi.
10. To promote exclusive NE expertise like tea processing, organic farming, food processing,
exploitation of wind power, AYUSH, Wellness therapies etc.
11. Film industry from Mumbai to come for shooting in NE.
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12.

Settling the security and insurgency situation and Building mutual confidence
and trust. The signing of the Framework Agreement for Peace Accord in August
2015 between The Government of India and the NSCN (IM) is a step in the right
direction for the success of the AEP.
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Two Angles of Act East Policy:
·

External Angle : Essentially, concerning relations of India as a whole with
ASEAN & East Asia

·

Internal Angle : Development of North East India that makes it a viable gate way for
the rest of India to ASEAN & East Asia

The fact is one cannot succeed without other. The question that arises is how can then the
AEP succeed without first completing the projects mentioned above. The reasons for the
tardiness have been attributed to various factors. Among the non-security related factors
the biggest hurdle appears to be multiplicity of agencies. There is Government of India
Line Ministries like Roads and Surface Transports , Railways , Commerce and Industry ,
etc; State Governments in North East ; Ministry of Development of North East Region
(DONER) ; North Eastern Council (NEC ); Public Sector Undertakings; Private Sector;
etc. Then on security related there is the Defense Ministry, Home Ministry, External
Affairs Ministry, Cabinet Secretariat and the supreme Prime Minister's Office.
Sometime ago I had traveled by road from Imphal to Kohima. It took me four hours in an
SUV covering 140 Kms. There was hardly any traffic. And this is supposed to be a
National Highway. This is the only road link to Moreh border of the State of Manipur and
connects with Myanmar, Thailand etc. How can there be a regular bus service in the
condition leave alone heavy Lorries carrying goods and merchandize without any
obstacles.
Given that there are complexities especially on the security related front, the fact is at least
on the non-security related areas the whole job of implementation could be entrusted to
one single authority. My submission that perhaps there is a need for an Act East Policy
through North East Implementation Authority (AEP-NEIA) at the earliest. Otherwise the
Act East Policy will meet the same fate as the Look East Policy.

-

Rudi Warjri, Director, Amalgamated Plantations
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Balipara Foundation Awards

BALIPARA FOUNDATION AWARDS
2015 WINNERS
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NAGALAND GETS 1,250 CR. HIGHWAY PACK
Nagaland has for long suffered great discomfort because of the lack of proper roads. Many of
the roads that do exist can be called roads only by sight as they are not much capable of
serving in terms of utility. However, things can be expected to change for the better as Central
Government of India has allotted over about Rs. 1250 crore for helping the state to get a better
road network. National Highways and Infrastructure Development Corporation (NHIDCL)
is undertaking the state's 4-package road development project under which around 189
kilometers of roads will be developed. NHIDCL is a fully-owned company of the Ministry of
Road Transport and Highways, Government of India and it is already doing useful work in
some other North Eastern states.
In the last fiscal year, NHIDCL was awarded 18 projects to build 600 kilometers of roads in
Tripura, Assam, Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh. The Ministry of Road Transport &
Highways issued a statement on August 14, 2015 which said that it has been mandated to take
up projects covering 4, 365 kilometers of highways. This project involves building bridges as
well as roads and its cost has been set at Rs. 35,000.00 crore approximately. As a company,
NHIDCL performs various tasks including taking surveys, creating designs, building roads
and bridges, handling the operation of the roads and maintaining and upgrading the roads.
The roads that NHIDCL gets involved with are National Highways and Strategic Roads such
as the roads located in locations which share international boundaries with neighbouring
countries.
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RS. 310 CRORE ALLOCATED MINISTRY OF CIVIL AVIATION
FOR TRIPURA LIBRARIES
WILL BUY MORE CHOPPERS
The Ministry of Tourism, Government of India has FOR NORTH EAST
issued Rs. 310 crore for two libraries in Tripura. The
move has come as a part of the Central
Government's development of national mission on
libraries. The total approved sum for the scheme,
“National mission on libraries-upgradation
providing services to the public” during the 12th
plan is Rs 400 crore. As of now, the Ministry of
Tourism has declared that it will fund around 22
other libraries in 11 states of the country. In Tripura,
Rs. 223 crore will be spent on Birchandra State
Central Library in the state's capital Agartala.
Another Rs. 87 crore will be spent on Unokoti
District Library in Kailashahar.
In order to make this mission a success, Ministry of
Tourism has constituted a high level committee for
executing national mission on libraries. The
committee has been set up on the recommendation
of National Knowledge Commission and it will
have four core areas of work including creating
national virtual library of India, setting up of NML
model libraries, conducting quantitative and
qualitative survey and working on capacity
building of the resources.

The Ministry Of Civil Aviation, Government of
India has stated that it is going to Purchase more
high-altitude choppers. The move has been made to
provide Pawan Hans Helicopters Limited the
capability to operate in Arunachal Pradesh and
other parts of the North East. The announcement
was made on August 14, about 10 days after a
Dauphin Chopper went missing and then was found
crashed in Arunachal's Tirap district. Captain M.S.
Brar, Captain Rajiv Hoskote, Tirap Deputy
Commissioner Kamlesh Kumar Joshi and two crew
members were killed in the crash. The accident has
led to government deciding on acquiring more
choppers that are capable of operating in high
altitude and difficult terrain of the region. The
details about the make and models of the
helicopters that will be procured have not been
disclosed yet. Currently, Indian armed forces use
Cheetah, Chetak, Cheetal and the Russian Mi-17
V5 choppers in high altitude areas.The Minister of
State (Independent Charge) for Culture, Tourism
and MoS, Mr. Mahesh Sharma has said that the
government has established a helicopter hub in
Guwahati, Assam to serve the entire region and its
existing fleet of six choppers will be increased.
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INDO-BANGLA LBA WILL BOOST TRADE, COMMERCE AND TOURISM
Meghalaya Chief Minister Mr. Mukul
Sangma has expressed his happiness about
the Land Boundary Agreement (LBA)
signed between India and Bangladesh. He
believes that this agreement will provide a
big boost to trade, commerce and tourism
between the two countries. The agreement
was signed on June 6, 2015 and the signing
of this agreement completed the previous
agreements that were signed between
Bangladesh and India in 1974. The aim of
this agreement is to rationalize the IndoBangladesh border and in order to achieve that around 200 tiny enclaves dotted around the
border were swapped between the two countries.
The enclaves stood exchanged on the midnight of July 31, 2015. Mr. Sangma has stated that
this enclave exchange will prove to be beneficial not only to the people living in the border
areas but also to the state of Meghalaya as a whole. After the enclave swap was completed,
Meghalaya gained 240.578 acres and Bangladesh retained about 41.702 acres of land. The
confusion arising from the ground situation before this agreement was signed and
implemented was causing some discord. However, now that this issue has been resolved, this
region has the potential of turning into a dynamic zone where trade and commerce can thrive.
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AIRLINES, BOLLYWOOD TO BE PROVIDED MORE INCENTIVES FOR PROMOTING NORTHEAST
The Central Government is taking steps to
promote North East as a tourist destination. A
very important step taken in this direction is the
announcement of incentives to those airlines and
Bollywood personalities and media houses that
will help the government in this task. Central
Government has decided provide special
incentives to airlines that will contribute towards
increasing air connectivity to the North East.
Similar incentives have also been announced for
Bollywood in an attempt to promote North East
as the perfect destination for shooting films. Through these efforts the government is making
an attempt to attract more industries to all the eight North Eastern states. As more industries
enter the region, more jobs will be created for the people especially the youth living in this
region.
At present North East suffers greatly due to lack of proper connectivity with the rest of India.
The road and rail connectivity is quite limited due to the difficult terrain. If airlines increase
the number of flights to this region it will make it much easier for people to travel to and from
North East. Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER) is also engaged in
talks with the Civil Aviation Ministry in order to improve air connectivity in the region.
Along with trying to provide better air connectivity, DoNER is also working hard to improve
the road and rail network.
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CHUMTHANG CRAFTS SHOWCASES HANDICRAFTS AND WEAVES FROM NORTH EAST
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A WOVEN MANIPURI SHAWL

Sophia Rajkumari currently resides in Bengaluru but she hails from Manipur and today she
has become a role model for numerous women residing in North East India. She is a hugely
successful entrepreneur and what makes her special is that she has combined artistic cultural
heritage from her state along with compassion. Not only is she running a profitable business
but along with that she is also making a great positive impact on the lives of many North
Eastern women artisans. The name of her company is Chumthang Crafts and every single
product that this company sells is sourced from Manipur.
Chumthang Crafts is set up amidst lush greenery and serene environment in a farm named
Lake View Farm. From this farm, Sophia Rajkumari promotes the arts and crafts of Manipur
in the other parts of India and abroad. She has joined hands with some self-help groups and
co-operative societies in Manipur and through them she provides employment to women
who weave artistic water reed baskets and traditional fabrics. Her company offers various
products to its customers including products ranging from handwoven and handembroidered cotton and silk sarees, stoles, shawls, table clothes, table mats, cushion covers,
bedspreads, traditional quilts, vanity bags, baskets, mats, jewelry boxes and many more. The
idea to open Chumthang Crafts struck Sophia's mind when she read an article about the plight
of young widows in Manipur. The article deeply touched her heart and she decided to do
something in order to help these women.
Her first step was to try to set up a corpus fund in order to provide some monetary help to
them. The NGO that posted the article was not able to provide her with the details of those
ladies. However, she was able to locate some women artisans and weavers from interior
regions in Manipur. It's been about four years since she started working with two different
self-help groups in order to help these women. She has shared valuable knowledge regarding
opening bank and post office accounts and packaging their products on their own. Sophia
Rajkumari hopes to continue working with these women artisans from her home state for a
long time to come.
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CENTER IS GOING TO DEVELOP SIX SOLAR CITIES IN
NORTH EAST
The Union Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) has decided on setting up six
solar cities in North East. The six cities which will benefit from this Solar Cities Program
include Kohima and Dimapur in Nagaland, Guwahati and Jorhat in Assam, Agartala in
Tripura and Itanagar in Arunachal Pradesh. The program is being implemented at a swift pace
in Tripura and Agartala is all set to become North East region's first solar city. Agartala is the
second biggest city in the North East with Guwahati being the biggest. In the initial phase of
the program, many of the street lights and also some other lights will be replaced by solar
lights and it is expected to reduce 10 percent the power use. North East is facing an electricity
crisis at the moment and the use of solar power can help in resolving it.
As per the Solar Cities Program, some other steps will also be taken to shift the use of power
towards solar energy. Current electricity powered hot water systems being used in hospitals,
health centers, nursing homes, hotels, tourist lodges, school hostels, temples, government
circuit houses, government bungalows and even the governor`s residence will be replaced by
Solar hot water systems. In the North East, 90 percent of the cost of the program will be borne
by MNRE and the state governments will bear the remaining 10 percent. In other parts of the
country, state governments will bear 30 percent of the cost and 70 percent will be borne by
MNRE. In order to increase public awareness about solar energy and to make it appealing to
public, lakhs of specially-designed 'solar caps' and 'solar torches' would be distributed among
rickshaw pullers and students.
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GOVT-NAGA PEACE ACCORD CAN BENEFIT THE WHOLE
OF NORTH EAST
August 24, 2015 proved to be a historic day for Nagaland as this was the day when a peace
accord was signed between the Government of India and the rebel Naga group NSCN-IM.
The issue of Naga insurgency has been a grave danger and a big cause of worry for both the
residents of North Eastern states and the Indian government. The issue of Nagaland goes as
long back as the year 1881 when Naga Hills became a part of British India. The Naga leaders
have wanted a separate and independent Naga state. However, with time the demands of most
of the rebel factions have somewhat changed. Now they are not demanding Independence
from India but they want all Naga-inhabited contiguous areas to be combined into one state
which they call 'Greater Nagalim'.
The current area of Nagaland 16,527 sq. km but the map of Greater Nagalim as claimed by
the Naga insurgent parties has about 1,20,000 sq. km of land. They are claiming several
districts from the Indian states of Assam, Arunachal and Manipur and along with that they are
also want a large tract of Myanmar to be a part of the Naga state. This is one of the main
reasons why other North Eastern states especially Assam, Arunachal and Manipur have been
wary of peace settlements with the Naga rebels as they fear it will affect their territories.
However, after the current peace deal Indian Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi has stated
that no change in current boundaries has been promised. He further stated that this deal will
benefit entire North East. Mr. Modi further said that India will develop only if the North East
develops. The peace and stability brought in the region will pave the way for development
and prosperity.
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TRIPURA: HF TECHNOLOGY INTRODUCED BY ONGC
A very specialized hydro-breaking (HF) work strategy has been introduced by the Tripura
division of Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC). As per ONGC, the reason behind this
move is to intensify exploration of natural gas so as to be able to meet the increasing needs of
the state. So, far 190 wells have been dug up in Tripura out of which 94 wells have been found
to be gas bearing. HF technology is being currently utilized in Khubal and Baramura fields.
Baramura is an ageing oil field where the productions have considerably declined. The use of
HF technology is expected to help in increasing production from tight sands of the region.
The discovery of commercial gas in Khubal occurred in early 2009 after which ONGC dug
seven wells in the region.
Out of these seven wells, two are oil bearing and HF technology is being used here in order to
enhance the production from these two wells. ONGC has plans to engage two more high
power rigs at Khubalso so as to explore two more gas wells. The main goal is to find out the
genuine capability of gas reserve there. ONGC expects to obtain 20,000 to 25,000 lakh cubic
meter gas from a well where HF technology is being utilized. Tripura state government has
begun an initiative that aims at setting up a fertilizer plant in Unakoti district. Speaking on
this matter, ONGC's Tripura Asset Manager, Mr. V. P.Mahawar said that ONGC will be
willing to invest in the project once it is assured that the plant will be able to offer gas supply
for at least 15 years.
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Ziro Festival of Music is a popular event
held in Arunachal Pradesh every year.
Ziro is one of the oldest towns in
Arunachal Pradesh which is in the
running for being declared a World
Heritage Site. It's a charming beautiful
valley town with breathtaking scenic
and picturesque locales. This town has
been hosting the musical event for four
years now and each year the popularity
of this musical festival is growing by
leaps and bounds. Last year's Ziro
Music Festival was a huge success and it
featured well known and accomplished
Indian musicians and bands such as
Gowri Jayakumar
Indus Creed, Omak Komut Collective,
The Vinyl Records, menwhopause, Prateek Kuhad, Taba Chake, Guru Rewben Mashangva,
Warklung, Tankbund, The Ganesh Talkies, Yesterdrive, The Superfuzz, The SkaVengers, and
The Supersonics. Newer bands like We The Giants from Nagaland and Freddy's Nightmare
from Mizoram also made their presence felt and thoroughly entertained the crowd.
Last year's Ziro Music Festival offered immense variety to
the whole wide range of music lovers as most of the
contemporary musical genres were represented. This year's
artist lineup promised that Ziro Festival of Music 2015 will
be another great event. The artists expected to entertain the
guests this year included alternative/electro-rock band The
F16s, electronica producer-guitarist Dualist Inquiry, electro
organic act Nicholson, four-piece acoustic rock band Neel
and The Lightbulbs, singer-songwriter Dayglocrazie, Indie
folk act Run! It's the Kid, Pune musician Gowri Jayakumar,
guitarist composer Takar Nabam, Burmese indie rock-punk
outfit Side Effect, eclectic artist group North and another
band from Delhi named The Pilgrim. Festival attendees also
got a chance to explore the beautiful nature of the region
through bird-watching treks, heritage walks and cycling trips. One can also watch
presentations of tribal dance, buy handicrafts and enjoy regional cuisine. The event was held
from September 24 to 27, 2015.
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Elephant Talk Conference 2015
DISTINGUISHED PARTICIPANTS & SPEAKERS AT
ELEPHANT TALK CONFERENCE 2015
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Elephant Talk Conference 2015

Elephant Talks 2015 6 Point Resolutions
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NU 70B CONTRIBUTED BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
TO CREDIT
Bhutan's government lifted restrictions on loan in September last year and this is showing a
positive effect as the credit given by financial institutions (FIs) to different sectors has grown
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by about Nu 9.2 B.In August last year, FI's contribution to credit was Nu 61.46 B and this year
by May it has already reached Nu 70.66 B. The highest credit growth has been seen in the
tourism sector which reached Nu 11B in May this year. The trade and commerce is at the
second spot and the construction sector has also seen significant growth and it stands at the
third place in terms of credit growth. The growth in credit can be interpreted to mean that
economic activities are picking up which in turn is leading to more investments.
Agriculture employs about 56 percent of the people in Bhutan and it is heartening to see that
the credit to this sector has increased as well. The total money lent to various sectors equals
67 percent of Bhutan's GDP which can both be a good thing and a bad thing. It can be a good
thing as this money will translate into some form of investment which will lead to the
increase production of goods and services. The downside can be over consumption which
can worsen the balance of payment. The Bank of Bhutan has contributed the maximum credit
which is about 30 percent of the total credit while Bhutan National Bank is at second place
with 28 percent. In 2014, Bhutan experienced a very low GDP growth rate of 2.1 percent but
this year is looking good as GDP is expected to grow by 6.8 percent.
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BHUTAN'S MEDIA JOURNEY: FROM FIRST
INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER TO THE SOCIAL
MEDIA REVOLUTION

THE DZONG IN THE PARO VALLEY, BHUTAN BUILT IN 1646
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Bhutan has been the most reclusive among all of the South Asian countries and throughout its
history it has mostly remained closed for the outsiders. However, recently this mysterious
and breathtakingly beautiful Himalayan kingdom gradually started opening up its doors to
the outside world as it began its journey towards embracing democracy. The transition from
absolute monarchy to multi-party democracy has been a huge stride forward for Bhutan.

The first democratic elections in this nation began in 2007 but the roots of this transformation
had been laid a bit earlier in December 2006 when the fourth Druk Gyalpo, His Majesty
Jigme Singye Wangchuck, abdicated all of his powers as King to his son, Prince Jigme
Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck. This was a well thought out move carried out with the
particular motive of readying the young King for the country's political metamorphosis in to
a multi-party democracy.
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Incidentally, 2006 was also the year when Bhutan's first
independent newspaper started. The name of this newspaper
was 'Bhutan Times' and it started circulating the nation in April,
2006. This was a giant leap forward for the media of Bhutan as
prior to this all media here had been government owned. In the
later part of the same year, Bhutan got its second independent
newspaper named 'Bhutan Observer'. Today Bhutan has one
government majority-owned newspaper and five private
newspapers that operate freely and have the freedom to criticize
government policies when they don't agree with them. This
might seem quite natural to the outsiders but it's a completely
new experience for the residents of Bhutan who have lived in an
BHUTAN'S ROYAL COUPLE

era where saying anything against the government was a taboo.

According to Bunty Avieson, who worked as a consultant for 'Bhutan Observer', the people of Bhutan
were not used to looking at their culture from an outsider's point of view.
Now that the residents of Bhutan have started to get used to democracy and its underlying principles, they
have become more comfortable with looking inside their own culture and even discussing the problems
and issues that need to be addressed. In earlier times, everything was accepted as is because no criticism
was allowed and there wasn't even any platform for bringing up societal issues. Until the year 1999,
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Bhutan did not have television and that explains how far it was lagging behind the rest of the world.
Today, things have started to change and social media has been a major factor behind bringing about this
change. The social media revolution in Bhutan has propelled the country many decades forward in a very
short span of time. Despite the fact that it ventured into the web age late, online networking sites like
Facebook and Twitter have caught on very quickly in the country.
Today there are an expected 80,000 Facebook users in
Bhutan, which amounts to more than 10 percent of its
populace. Buddhist Bhutan used to be a profoundly
restricted nation where contradicting the Goverment
policies and providing feedback on them was
uncommon. Be that as it may, online networking is
providing an open platform to Bhutanese youth where
they can express their perspectives and power positive
change.
A PEOPLE'S GATHERING IN THIMPU
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IMPROVEMENT IN POLITICAL CLIMATE LEADS TO
DECLINE IN SOURED LOANS
The Central Bank of Bangladesh was much relieved to see a drop in the number of default
loans. The political disturbance in Bangladesh led to the increase in bad loans during the
January to March 2015 period. In March 2015, 10.47 percent of the total loans awarded by
the bank were bad loans. However, by June, 2015 this percentage dropped to 9.67 percent. At
the end of March, defaults stood at Tk 54,658 crore but in the second quarter of the year the
default loans dropped 3.91 percent to Tk 52,519 crore.
Except for foreign lenders, all other banks saw a decrease in defaults in the period ranging
from April to June. Specialized banks saw a huge improvement in situation as their soured
loans decreased by 21 percent. The government owned commercial banks saw a decline of
1.12 percent in their sour loans. The big decrease in the default loans of BASIC Bank is one of
the biggest factors contributing to the decrease in default loan figures over all government
banks. BASIC Bank's defaults were 57 percent of their outstanding loans amounting to Tk
5,080 crore in March. In June, default loans dropped to 47 percent of outstanding loans
amounting to Tk 4,308 crore.
BASIC Bank made a lot of efforts in an attempt to retrieve loans including rescheduling the
bad loans and showing them as regular ones which also made the bank's balance sheet look
stronger. Some of the bad loans were the result of forgeries and they amounted to over Tk
3,000 crore. This entire amount was transferred to a block account to show a healthy balance
sheet. Defaults at private banks also fell down by 1.12 percent at the end of June. However,
bad loans of the foreign banks increased by 5.6 percent during this period.
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FOREX RESERVES HIT RECORD $ 26 B
Bangladesh's foreign currency reserves keep showing an upwards trend as they crossed $ 26
billion mark for the first time in history on August 17, 2015. On this date the exact figure for
the forex reserve was $ 26.03 billion which showed an increase of 17.8 percent as compared
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to last year. This is good news for Bangladesh as the current forex reserve puts it in a very
good position and makes it possible for it to meet all of its import bills for the next seven
months. It also provides resilience to the country's economy by making it capable of
withstanding any external or even internal economic shock. The growing forex reserves are
helping to create better economic conditions by enabling the Central Bank of Bangladesh to
maintain a stable exchange rate.
The Central Bank accredited the increase in forex to foreign direct investments (FDIs),
earnings from exports, foreign sourced loans and remittance. Bangladesh's import bills have
also been seeing a decline for some time and that has also played its role in making the foreign
currency reserves jump. Food grains and petroleum products are among the main imports for
Bangladesh and the bills for both of these categories have reduced. Imports in the garment
sector have also gone down as instead of importing the accessories used in this sector
Bangladesh is now getting them from local industries.
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BANGLADESH'S DEVELOPMENT WILL BE SUPPORTED
BY WORLD BANK

Ms. Annette Dixon, World Bank Vice President for the South Asia Region, has stated that The
World Bank will strongly support Bangladesh in its development efforts. She expressed
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happiness on the way Bangladesh is progressing in terms of economic development and
poverty reduction. The World Bank has classified Bangladesh as a lower-middle income
country but Ms. Dixon assured that all support will be provided to Bangladesh to help it to
move up within middle income country status. She believes that in order to continue its
progress Bangladesh will need continuing reforms. In order to help Bangladesh in the best
possible way, The World Bank is working on a Country Partnership Framework which will
serve as a guide towards its involvement in the country.
The Country Partnership Framework is being prepared in such a way that it will be aligned
with Bangladesh's seventh five year plan. It will even follow the same planning cycle as the
current five year plan. The World Bank believes that providing more and better employment
opportunities to its citizens, creating a key driver for growth and ensuring shared prosperity
should be the main priorities for Bangladesh and it will help in all of these areas. The World
Bank will also continue its ongoing work in supporting Bangladesh to obtain sufficient
power, improve transportation, manage urbanization, improve health facilities and ensure
better education to its children and youth.
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